
OA 

Name: Chris Holmes 

Division: NTTHIT MIA CAM CTBT ONY TATA 

Assignment: Security Ufficer 

REET NP Neath 

Nbe Male 

MTR Ya Teta 

EM AT Orlando, Florida, USA, Earth 

SyN= —SsFersonnel tile neal 

  

  

nil 
Born Orlando, Florida (USA). Mother deceased, father and brother under contract with US Marine Corps. 

am Aa 
12-02-2088: Enrolled with US Army at Camp Blanding, Florida (USA). 

10-08-2091: Contract with US Army terminated. -- CLASSIFIED -- 

O49-O1-2092: Enrolled at WI Academy - Security Branch 

O49-01-2053: Graduated from WI Academy, as company licensed Security Ufficer. 

PSAs 
  

Physical o Uverall: Excellent 

BETIC Te) ea ATL CA 

Notes: Subject's physical status has granted him clearance to undergo Zero-6 train- 

ing. Details of this further assignment have not yet been accepted by subject. 
  

Social 3 N=) Wyle = 

Notes: Subject appears confident with new assignment, though his personnel skills 

still needs the improvement they will surely get. from mission experience. 

  

Mental 4   
UN] HOM ed TT 

Notes: Subject has proved his capabilities during training. Previous military training 

have granted subject great focus and advanced skills. 

  

CERTIFICATIONS 
Computing - Class | 

Firearms - Class 4 

Linguistics - Class {/ English (American) 

Martial Arts - Class 3 

NECA ee AES Aa Seer



eee .—\/\/—f Mission Transcript 

Mission# RMI22820493/ Flo 
Mr. Chris Holmes 

As part of your assignment as Security Officer with Weyland Industries, you have been selected for the 

supervision mission, at the A-IC Research Center, Moon. The duration of the mission is 14 days as per 

WI protocol. Launch date: 12-23-2093. 

For transport to the research center, check in at Transit Dock A-1 Colony, at 05:00 AM 12-23-2093, 

ee SMT ae ES Oe 

On behalf of Weyland Industries we thank you for your cooperation 

William Hope 

GM Weyland Corporation/ HR 

  

Wyant 
Your mission is to monitor the safety of the research center and the crew. 

OCR Oe Ce CSS OCS Ce eae ea Oe em OB 

Should you encounter any violations, endangering the crew or the research center, you will follow WC/ 

Security Protocol, and act accordingly. 

Dees EDO mS TA) eee Tee 

For this mission you will be Ist officer. 2nd officer will be Security Officer John Bly. 

  

Mission Equipment 
Personal accommodation in the Security quarters #3. 

2 x Weyland Corp Standard Issue Security Uniform/Male Charcoal. 

Stun Baton, WI/E-Torch Flashlight, Handcuffs, comm-link. 

Yet et tt 

  

ST et Te 
As declared by Security Officer Chris Holmes, and signed for on 12-20-2093. 

All items have been scanned and cleared for transport to A-! Colony, Moon. 

Assorted personal apparel/ Underwear, 2 x T-shirt/ Khaki green. 

1x “gerber"-multitool. 

1x Wooden box, containing | army medal/ “Congressional Medal of Honor’dated 1976. 

Pe Orie aN CT aN SCOR OS DCE Ra EDOM aan Tera a) DT 

back before the little one comes, or you're dead ;) hugs xxxxx Jennifer"



OA SVN — Personnel tile o/bo4206/ 

  

Name: iCal A 

Division: Electronics/ Technical Support 

Assignment: STOTT 

AGT al 

Nhe Male 

ne 28 May 2067 
EM AT Ziirich, Switzerland, Earth 
  

nil 
Horn Moscow, Russia (Europe). 

Father deceased. Mother moved to Switzerland and remarried. No other relatives. 

08-01-2060: Enrolled at Webster University, Geneva, Switzerland (Europe) 

yea Up eva Ue pe am CTT EED LO TTT ATPL NTT Y TR 

aOR 

2050 - 2093: Employed in private sector, as Network Security Consultant. 

04-07-2093: Recruited to work with Weyland Industries - Declined by subject. [WI/T-HR J&R Report file 

ate alot amt MMTV 

12-20-2093: Employed with Weyland Corporation, A-1 Colony Moon. 

PSAs 
  

; Overall: Below average 

aU] M Te Te aT 

Notes: Subject has cleared preliminary physical test. Further tests is required if 

contract is to be extended, after current mission. 
  

AE] x WNT Ney l= 

Notes: Subject appears to have a strong mindset. Subject describes earlier difficul- 

ties working with strong male authorities. 

  

Mental rl UN] HOM ed TT 

Notes: Subject is well educated and proficient. Suspicion of minor UCD. Recommend 

further tests post mission.   
  

CERTIFICATIONS 
Computing - Glass o/ Programming, Network Security 

Engineering - Class I/ Electronics 

Linguistics - Class 3/ Russian, English, Japanese



eee .—\/\/—f Mission Transcript 

Mission# RMI22820493/ Flo 
ae rd Dh 

As part of your assignment as Support Operator with Weyland Industries, you have been selected for 

the supervision mission, at the A-IC Research Center, Moon. The duration of the mission is 14 days as 

per WI protocol. Launch date: 12-23-2093. 

On a more personal note, we would like to welcome you to the company. You come highly recommended 

SCE CRTC eee RC CT Mae SSO | Dee 

tives as per mission protocol. 

For transport to the research center, check in at Transit Dock A-1 Colony, at 05:00 AM 12-23-2093, 

ee SMT ae ES Oe 

William Hope 

GM Weyland Corporation/ HR 

  

Wyant 
SOT COT Cam Mey ed DAC eh ed Lea Cee Del Pd da 

You will monitor the ongoing update of the internal security system, and ensure that the update is fin- 

ae 

TRUE CD SSC ee SO ee Cem COL MOSS Gade] 

Mae eA Le 

  

Mission Equipment 
Personal accommodation in Quarters #7 

2 x Weyland Corp Standard Issue Company Uniform/Male, Charcoal. 

Full access to all databanks and terminals at the Research Center. 

  

ST et Te 
As declared by Mr. Dmitri Palev, and signed for on 12-20-2093. 

All items have been scanned and cleared for transport to A-! Colony, Moon. 

Assorted personal apparel/ Underwear, 2 x Hawaii shirt/ short sleeved 

|x portable data disc player/ w. headphones & (0 ass. discs. 

| x privately issued portable terminal/ For personal use only. 

1x small metal crate, black/ Assorted tools. 

|x metal crate, chrome/ Assorted disassembled electronic devices



eee .—\/\/—f RCM eee 

systemscheck/ Alb#Gamma-dbactive 

com:login/ HRterminal-techP-level2 

#user:Cartwright, Veronica/ 1-HRrecruit*** #pass:secl-Uo/******** 

PUNT eTM=AAS UTES eden V) LOT Tea PA Pee gD re Od | 

ATT) {POLO TTL =H EP atm CLONE TTO ETAT 
  

Log date: 03-20-2093/ 02:15 PM 
After final interview we have offered a contract of employment with Weyland Industries, to Fabienne 

ES CSC eC ab Re CRESS Oe OTP Re 

As part of the interview Fabienne Chapelle made a request of recommendation, regarding a former col- 

league of hers, Mr. Dmitri Palev of Ziirich, Switzerland (Europe). Information will be requested by 

proper authorities and an assessment of his value to the company will be made. Upon further question- 

ing, Fabienne revealed that she have had a close and intimate relationship with Mr. Dmitri Palev for sev- 

eral years. The relationship however was terminated prior to her employment with Weyland Industries. 

(Note: Inquiries regarding the relationship will be handled, during mental screening.] 

Log date: 04-07-2093/ 09:00 AM 
Mr. Dmitri Palev have been contacted, regarding possible employment with Weyland Industries. Subject 

has declined. 

Log date: 12-14-2093/ 03:58 PM 
Mr. Dmitri Palev has contacted Weyland Industries, regarding the job offer he was given earlier this 

year. After final interview we have offered a contract of employment with Weyland Industries, start 

date 12-20-2093. Mr. Palev will be assigned to the Electronics Division. 

com:<insert summary> 
{Mental screening of Fabienne Chapelle, date 04-01-2093/ 07:00 AM) 

Upon questioning subject regarding relationship with Mr. Dmitri Palev, she appears troubled. It is obvi- 

ously a sensitive matter for her still. She finds it hard to put words on her feelings, and can't explain 

why she ended the relationship. Fabienne requests that Mr. Palev will not be informed about the recom- 

mendation from her or her employment with the company. 

Though she can't hide her feelings when the subject is brought up, she appears at ease and in control 

TOS OD Se Cae Oey eee De de 

Status: | find no difficulties in assigning Mr. Palev, as long as it will be a Division and Colony not related 

to Subject. 

SCO eh 

Dr. Stanton, WI/H - HR, date:04-01-2093 

  

com:logout/ HRterminal-techP-level2 

fuser:Cartwright, Veronica/ 1-HRrecruit*** #pass:secl-0o/******** 

logout-cleared/ terminalshutdown/ standby



ee Ad SE em PAN ts 

  

Name: Jens Lauridsen 

Division: Private contractor 

Assignment: ea 

REET NP Ieee ST coy rh 

Nhe Male 

MTR 4 August 2048 

EM AT Luna Colony, Moon 
  

nil 
Born Copenhagen, Denmark (Europe). Divorced, father of two. 

O6-30-2067: Graduated from Herlufsholm Boarding School, Denmark (Europe). 

O9-O1-2067: Enrolled at Copenhagen Hotel & Restaurant School, Denmark (Europe). 

Aries 0) AWA am En een eW eK epsom =D am TTT OOD TET e] =A eT MeSH OTT TT 

ama 

2071 - 2080: Employed as Head Chef of father's restaurant “Gastronominal”. 

2060 - 2090 Owner and Kitchen Manager of “The Je@nz" in London, UK (Europe). 

Vea keer al be H Ua any VO LN ATUL AAEM CILOLU RSS TRI MTT UTTTCU TOT AVANT TT Se POST 

“Gastronominal...in Space’ at Luna Colony, Moon. 

PSSA eas 
  

i N= ae] PHO MDA TT 

mE] 4 Tt ea a | | Mt 

Notes: Subject is in good health considering age. Narcotics test negative. Semiannu- 

PARES Ma SRSSOT AUT TOES TOOT TO 
  

AE) rl N=] HRD ed TT 

Notes: Subject has natural warm demeanor. Appears very confident. 

  

Mental rl DNF] OMe ed Tt 

Notes: Subject is very well educated, which shows in his skills.   
  

CERTIFICATIONS 
TINT ATT ee RSS 

Cuisine - Class 4/ Chinese, Danish, French, Italian 

Linguistics - Class o/ Danish, Chinese, English, French, Italian 

Martial Arts - Class 4/ Knives



eee .—\/\/—f Mission Transcript 

Mission# RMI22820493/ Flo 
Tae ees 

On behalf of Weyland Industries, we would like to thank you for accepting to join the supervision mis- 

sion, at the A-IC Research Center, Moon. The duration of the mission is 14 days as per WI protocol. 

Launch date: 12-23-2093. 

PCE RUC EN acl es OC Ce eS ae ee 

The last visit to your restaurant was a truly marvelous experience, and |'m certain that you will take 

good care of our employees. | hope to see you again when you return. 

For transport to the research center, check in at Transit Dock A-1 Colony, at 05:00 AM 12-23-2093, 

ee SMT ae ES Oe 

William Hope 

GM Weyland Corporation/ HR 

  

Wyant 
Your mission will be to prepare and serve three meals a day for the crew of the Al-C Research Center. 

As per Company Protocol the meals will be served at the following hours: 

Breakfast: 06:00 AM 

ATT a 
Dinner: 20:00 PM 

CSE meee CaCO eS CB 

  

Mission Equipment 
Personal accommodation in Quarters #5 

Access to the Research Center kitchen and canteen, with adjoining refrigerating unit. 

VRS a COO CES eed ee Se 

  

ST et Te 
Sa ee ee CST eee De Pde 4d 

All items have been scanned and cleared for transport to A-! Colony, Moon. 

Assorted personal apparel/ Underwear, 2 x jeans, 4 x shirt/ white 

eA Ue eee 

10 x kitchen knives/ Various sizes. 

STUD eA TTA cd Tee 0 

1 x journal, handwritten/ “Recipes & notes”



Ke ecipes # Notes 

x food tor a tortnight (tAat sounds like the idea tor Q new book!!!) 

- Simple, easy and delicious will be the Keywords. maybe a bit 

of luxury thrown in here and there 

*« Greak#ast 

- Im thinking something simple like a buttet, the classics, €995, 

baton, bread, yoghurt, fruit. Fer haps ddA Porridge if anyone is 

into that? 

Lunch 

* Sandwiches will Probobly bé popular, healthy, simple Ana Filling. 

- Classic VS club or blt? 

*« Could test a few ideas with rye bread, but better have something 

else for back up on thosé Any 5s. 

- Back up Could jest be lettovers from the night before. Kisottos 

Are g00d Cold / 

x Will also have to make a chinese dish or two 

- ForK buns, Aumplings (For break#tast too) 

- FeKing duck, chili beet wokK w. tofu and tresh cucumber 

SOLA 

- Stir-tried tomatoes # €995 or PorK in Soy Ww. FriéA Vice. 

Dinner -— needs a few extra menu items for Christmas and New Year 

*« Fri€d Pork belly w. parsley sauce 

* Bolagnaise 0 la JaenZ w. whole grain pasta. * Parmesan 
- Baton, red wine, greens 

x The luxurious burger Ww. wWa4yn beet and brioche bun. 

« foie ors, truttel, Iberian ham, trissé lettuce, 

mayo # tomato chutney 

« Kisottos w. roasted scatlops 

- cucumber foam, basil sauce 

« Beaut saute stroganotf 

- mushrooms (brown or tila variety), baton, Cream 

« Chicken vinddloo w. n0an bread



« Pheasant sauté stroganot f 

-— mashed Potatoes # pureed celery 

« "Asian style" crepes 

* tri€d noodles # ground PorK w. Cabbage, gArlic, Coriander etc. 

«x Loin of lamb "sous vide" 

- w. chanterelles # parsley 

« Yussels w. white wine and saffron 

*« Veal #illet w. glaced Carrots, Potato tondant and red wine glace 

- remember to cook in intervals tor optimal result 

* Bouel Bearnaise 

- tried Potato wedges And roots 

* Oven baked chicken 

- w. rAnson based pesto And lentils 

« "ForK Wellington" - /talian style 

- w. laced vegetables 

«x Omelet a la the Joe n2 

— w. Potato, chorizo And réd onion 

: 

Christmas - | thinK well celebrate both on the 244A and 25th, 

it should be possible to do a Christmas dinner both Adys. 

Panish, Italian, French, Chinese??? 

x talian w. Fish € Potato WwW. LOsEM0Lry 

-Starter could be "Frutti del mare’ s0laad 

- antipasti w. tisk And veg 

- (Yjain course 

-Spashetti a la tonno 

- fettucini w. salmon 

-shelltish risotto, midybe Ww. shrinip 

  

— Leessacd¢



- Dessert 

- tiramisu Ww. bubbly 

x French 

- Starter 

- Oysters w. lenton and toasted bread (durum or corn foie 

04) 

_ ain 

- stutted turkey (save leftovers tor lunch!) w. chestnuts 

- Dessert Gice de Noel 

- (toffee or raspberry) Jay be cheese between thé Courses 

it it worKs out? 

New Year — has to be Danish! 
* Aper tif 

WAolé QV 0GN Qrissini Ww. Cream of mushroom and AiPp mayo w. Aer bs 

Scallop ceviche on tost with creme of apple and horseradish 

« Starter 

Foathed cod rolled in rye bread crumbles, smoKed Cod rillette, 

Pickled mushrooms, herbs of the forrests, Hutty mayo Ona molt soil 

* Setond course 

Bisque of Jerustlem artichoke w. poached lobster t0ul in butter, 

tried slices of Jerustlem artichoke and truftle oil. 

* Yain course - how to decide which one? 

/. Duet of Fork: Fickled Fillet and loin poached in whole milk, 

stut ted Potato peels and beer-picKléd onions. 

2) Figéon w. homemade sausages, gratineed pearl onions, celery and 

"ALE



What do we do Jens? ust gauge the reaction * mood in the Aays 

leading to new years. pigeons might put some people off. 

«x Dessert 

Triple chocolate pié, white chocolate partait, nut crunch and 

black ber Vy MOUSSE W. Popper sugar 

«x Bubbles 

Delamotte Champagne Brut -— get in touch w. Pierre and tind out if 

he has more of thesel! 

Bar sur Aube, Francois Diligent 

«x Waite 

90 Domaine Cartron, Kully -— Yontmorin 

WIL Chardonnay IGT - maybe sauv. bl. it should be French or 

ltalian atter all that Chilean one... what was it called?77 

x Ked 

2018 TorbrecK Cuvee Juveniles — remember to get a retundl! 

«x Dessert 

Fort or sherry, not sure yet how much | can get, but some of these 

bottles should have Ajgh Priority. 

  



OA MS ee 

     ‘+ 
Name: John Bly 

Division: NTTHIT MIA CAM CTBT ONY TATA 

Assignment: Security Ufficer 

AGT Nea) 

Nhe Male 

ne 16 May 2007 
EM AT SAAT 
  

nil 
Born Houston, Texas (USA). Parents deceased. No living relatives. 

08-01-2070: Enrolled at the University of Texas, on football scholarship . 

Qo-17-2078: Scholarship discontinued due to severe knee injury. 

aOR 

No record of employment prior to subject's employment with Weyland Industries. 

Dyers eee Area AOD COT YT OTT 

08-31-2060: Graduated from WI Academy, as company licensed Junior Security officer. 

O9-01-2060: Employed with Internal Security Branch, at A-! Colony, Moon. 

08-91-2060: Promoted to Security Officer. 

PSAs 
  

; ANT] OMT TOT 

aU] y TC ea TT ee 

Notes: Recommend annual physical test, to ensure that subject doesn't suffer side 

PATH aSm TTT CITT 
  

AE] rl VET Ue Tt 
Notes: The subject possess a sense of natural authority, allowing him to perform ef- 

HAN 

  

Mental 3 ETA Aten 
Notes: Subject is well trained in assessing a situation and reacting accordingly.   
  

CERTIFICATIONS 
TINT AT pea ESS 

eee US AES 

Linguistics - Class 1/ English (American) 

Martial Arts - Class 4



eee .—\/\/—f Mission Transcript 

Mission# RMI22820493/ Flo 
Security Officer John Bly 

As part of your assignment as Security Officer with Weyland Industries, you have been selected for the 

supervision mission, at the A-IC Research Center, Moon. The duration of the mission is 14 days as per 

WI protocol. Launch date: 12-23-2093 

For transport to the research center, check in at Transit Dock A-1 Colony, at 05:00 AM 12-23-2093, 

ee SMT ae ES Oe 

On behalf of Weyland Industries we thank you for your cooperation 

William Hope 

GM Weyland Corporation/ HR 

  

Wyant 
Your mission is to monitor the safety of the research center and the crew. 

OCR Oe Ce CSS OCS Ce eae ea Oe em OB 

Should you encounter any violations, endangering the crew or the research center, you will follow WC/ 

Security Protocol, and act accordingly. 

Dees EDO mS TA) eee Tee 

For this mission you will be 2nd officer. Ist officer will be Security Officer Chris Holmes. 

  

Mission Equipment 
Personal accommodation in Security quarters #2. 

2 x Weyland Corp Standard Issue Security Uniform/Male, Charcoal. 

Stun Baton, WI/E-Torch Flashlight, Handcuffs, comm-link. 

Yet et tt 

  

ST et Te 
As declared by Security Officer John Bly, and signed for on 12-20-2093. 

All items have been scanned and cleared for transport to A-! Colony, Moon. 

Assorted personal apparel/ Underwear, | x Football jersey, 4 x T-shirt/ Black, 

| x Synthetic football/ “The Duke III" 

1x Journal/ “NFL-Trivia”



ee Ad SVN= SPersonnel tile 4060032066    
  

NET #0/1978426 

Division: -- CLASSIFIED -- 

Assignment: Se H WN ial ieee 

Clearance lvl: -- CLASSIFIED -- 

Nb G Male 

DOB: Estimated 2066 

EM AT -- CLASSIFIED -- 

rid 
-- CLASSIFIED -- 

a UMN Aa 

enw Whig) alee 

PSSA eas 
  

Physical o Weel eed 

Height: 186 cm / 6'1" Weight: 87 kg / (51 Ib 

Notes: Subject appears to have undergone professional training recently. Suspicion 

TPMT DATTA TUTTE 1 ba OT NET DMD NUTT ONY DAY 
  

Social 3 WNT a Nd T= 

Notes: Subject still suffers from side effects of treatment, rendering him somewhat 

"dazed". However his remarkable appearance cannot be hidden. 

  

Mental X   
Overall: -- CLASSIFIED -- 

Notes: Recent treatment have resulted in temporary memory loss. Subject is expect- 

ed to regain memory over the next couple of months. Recommend monthly review of 

subject's mental condition in order to monitor progress. 
  

CERTIFICATIONS 
see NN oles



OA SVN Personnel tile 264602066 

  

Name: Namen Sect 

Division: Health/ Research 

Assignment: Doctor 

Clearance lvl: ea 

Nye Female 

MTR Vaal all Maral ite 

EM AT SAAT 
  

nil 
Horn New York City, New York (USA). Father and brother employed in WI Legal Department. 

08-00-2084: Enrolled at New York University, New York (USA). 

07-81-2087: Enrolled at NYU School of Medicine 2087. 

rey ane |U RTT L CTO TTC TTT SUT TRAU NH OTT VOT TTR 

07-01-2093: Medical license issued, with specialty in pediatric care. 

aOR 

07-01-2088: Employed with WI Health, Earth, as Medical Intern Physician. 

08-10-2050: Employed with WO Health Department (Moon), under Physician Residency Program. 

08-01-2053: Employed with WO Health Department, as licensed Physician at A-! Colony, Moon. 

PSAs 
  

5 WNT Ney l= 
MIN y TRUM | TT et 

Notes: Subject is not cleared for Interstellar Travel, at current time. Assignment at 

A-| Colony, Moon will substitute for further training to gain Interstellar Clearance. 
  

AE] a Ue) ee ced 

Notes: Subject is very passionate about her work, as is seen in the sense of empathy 

she holds for her colleagues and patients. Her remarkable physical appearance can 

have an effect on how people perceive her presence. 
  

Mental rl UN] HOM ed TT 

Notes: Subject posses’ high intelligence, but lacks life experience. Subject has yet to 

face the difficulties of her profession, she definitely will encounter in off-Earth em- 

MONAT     
CERTIFICATIONS 
TINT AT pea ESS 

Linguistics - Class 2/ English (American), Latin 

Medicine - Llass a 

Self Defense - Class 2



eee .—\/\/—f Mission Transcript 

Mission# RMI22820493/ Flo 
PER eli 

On behalf of Weyland Industries, we would like to thank you for volunteering for the supervision mis- 

sion, at the A-IC Research Center, Moon. The duration of the mission is 14 days as per WI protocol. 

Launch date: 12-23-2093. 

A licensed physician with your training is a great asset for the team. Even though the objectives of this 

mission will fall outside your normal assignment, we are confident that your experience and training 

OU Ee 

For transport to the research center, check in at Transit Dock A-1 Colony, at 05:00 AM 12-23-2093, 

ee SMT ae ES Oe 

William Hope 

GM Weyland Corporation/ HR 

  

Wyant 
Your mission is to monitor the health and safety of the crew. 

If needed you will treat any patient according to WC/ Health protocol. 

As highest ranking physician you will have the final decision, in case a medical emergency should occur. 

PC SSC ere eS OC] ard eS 

  

Mission Equipment 
Personal accommodation in Medical quarters #9 

TESS OCT EAT Cee mer iL meh ae MW Cede Del Peed Dd 

2 x Weyland Corp Standard Issue Company Medical Uniform/ Female, White 

  

ST et Te 
As declared by Dr. Julia Goldstein, and signed for on 12-20-2093. 

All items have been scanned and cleared for transport to A-! Colony, Moon. 

Assorted personal apparel/ Underwear, jewelry, makeup 

Pa eee et AES 

abe a ane ED) aD 

RPO CCM LET On ie Eyam MULL eL es 

eC eae ie Com eR CUE eel) erties



OA \/\ UTetultoe ANNeLa at 

Name: Chris Holmes 

Division: NTTHIT MIA CAM CTBT ONY TATA 

Assignment: Security Ufficer 

Sex: Male 

NT 2 December 2070 

AEM ATE Orlando, Florida, USA, Earth 

  

  

BID 
Born Orlando, Florida (USA). Mother deceased, father and brother under contract with US Marine Corps. 

  

PHYSILAL - a 
Weel eee y 

BEALL ens aa ATL ta 

RATIOS ATP A 

Notes: Subject's physical status has granted him clearance to undergo Zero-6 training. Details of this further 

assignment have not yet been accepted by subject. 

Physical health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Mission de- 

briefing, of Dr. Goldstein WI/H, will determine if post mission screening is required. 

SST tah 

Dr. Holm WI/H, date:12-20-20938 

  

Sa 
N= NTO: 

Notes: Subject appears confident with new assignment, though his personnel skills still needs the improvement 

they will surely get, from mission experience. 

  

Ua 
Overall: Above average 

Notes: Subject has proved his capabilities during training. Previous military training have granted subject 

great focus and advanced skills. 

Multiple accounts of FISD in family history.Subject will be monitored closely post mission. Mental health and 

status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Post mission screening is 

TATTOO e Ce) <TH ea 

- Signed by: 

DT Uren AN LW = Ped a Db



OA \/\ Medical Record 

  

  

Name: iCal A 

Division: Electronics/ Technical Support 

Assignment: STOTT 

Sex: Male 

De 28 May 2067 
AEM ATE Ziirich, Switzerland, Earth 

nit 
Horn Moscow, Russia (Europe). 

RENAN MMU ETAEE RS =U ULNA MTT AEM Tt TTT TO TACO =) dep 

Father's COD was cardiac arrest. No further disorders or conditions are reported. 

  

PHYSICAL - 2 
Nea] a Ne TTT 

A TTAU en Oe ATLL 

STUTTUMS ATF A 

Notes: Subject has cleared preliminary physical test. Further tests is required if contract is to be extended, 

ela ee SSO 

Physical health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Mission de- 

briefing, of Dr. Goldstein WI/H, will determine if post mission screening is required. 

STI 

Dr. Holm WI/H, date:!2-20-205938 

  

Sa 
Overall: Average 

Notes: Subject appears to have a strong mindset. Subject describes earlier difficulties working with strong 

ELEMENT MALES 

  

MENTAL - 4 
Dea] Met 

Notes: Subject is well educated and proficient. Suspicion of minor UCD. Recommend further tests post mission. 

Mental health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Post mission 

screening is scheduled, to take place O1-00-2094. 

- Signed by: 

DTN TCT A ee PD a



ee Ad —\/\ Medical Record    
  

Name: Jens Lauridsen 

Division: Private contractor 

Assignment: ea 

Nhe NEIE 

MT a ITU awd Et 

AEM ALT Luna Colony, Moon 

mil 
Born Copenhagen, Denmark (Europe). Divorced, father of two. 

No hereditary diseases in family history. 

  

PHYSILAL - 4 
NTT] aM ATT 

ATIC en a YL eda a 

BATH ASP 

Notes: Subject is in good health considering age. Narcotics test negative. Semiannually test is still required 

and scheduled. 

Physical health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Mission de- 

briefing, of Dr. Goldstein WI/H, will determine if post mission screening is required. 

SST tM 

Dr. Holm WI/H, date:12-20-20938 

  

SUT 
UN] PMA TOT 

Notes: Subject has natural warm demeanor. Appears very confident. 

  

a 
DN] PIMA TUT 

Notes: Subject is very well educated, which shows in his skills. 

Mental health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Post mission 

screening is scheduled, to take place O1-00-2094. 

- Signed by: 

TAY ETL nA ee eT Peg a



ade SN= Medical Record     

  

  

Name: John Bly 

Division: NT THT MIA CAM CTBT TATA 

Assignment: Security Ufficer 

Sex: Male 

ie 16 May 2007 
AEM ALT CAAT 

nit 
Horn Houston, Texas (USA). Parents deceased. No living relatives. 

  

PHYSILAL - 4 
Nea] Rett 

ATIC ea | Te 

RAO HT OS ATP 

Notes: Recommend annual physical test, to ensure that subject doesn't suffer side effects of old knee injury. 

Physical health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Mission de- 

briefing, of Dr. Goldstein WI/H, will determine if post mission screening is required. 

SST tM 

Dr. Holm WI/H, date:12-20-20938 

  

SOCIAL - 4 
DT] OMT TOT 

Notes: The subject posses a sense of natural authority, allowing him to perform efficiently. 

  

ae 
Overall: Average 

Notes: Subject is well trained in assessing a situation and reacting accordingly. 

Mental health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Post mission 

screening is scheduled, to take place O1-00-2094. 

- Signed by: 

DT UTE TPR AN ea = Peed a ba



ee Ad —\/\ Medical Record 

  

  

Name: POEM SS acaT 

Division: Health/ Research 

Assignment: Doctor 

Nhe Female 

MT |2 February 2068 

AEM ALT CAAT 

nit 
Born New York City, New York (USA). Father and brother employed in WI Legal Department. 

  

PHYSICAL - 2 
UN a Nel: 

ee Ce eC 

RAUHNOM ATOPY 

Notes: Subject is not cleared for Interstellar Travel, at current time. Assignment at A-1 Colony, Moon will sub- 

stitute for further training to gain Interstellar Clearance. 

Physical health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Mission de- 

briefing, of Dr. Goldstein WI/H, will determine if post mission screening is required. 

SST tM 

Dr. Holm WI/H, date:12-20-20938 

  

SUT a 
WNT eal 

Notes: Subject is very passionate about her work, as is seen in the sense of empathy she holds for her col- 

leagues and patients. Her remarkable physical appearance can have an effect on how people perceive her 

MBER] 

  

MENTAL - 4 
NTT] PNR eA TT 

Notes: Subject posses’ high intelligence, but lacks life experience. Subject has yet to face the difficulties of her 

profession, she definitely will encounter in off-Earth employment. 

Mental health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Post mission 

screening is scheduled, to take place O-00-2094. 

- Signed by: 

DTN TET A ee Peg DA



ee Ad —\/\ fetelfete] a ACeLLOT A 

  

  

Name: Thomas Boyle 

Division: Tae MUTANS OMIT 

Assignment: Maintenance support 

Sex: Male 

ie RUB hava 
AEM ALT CAAT 

nit 
REUTMT UUTATOLOT eT Y HODGE OTOMR CTY Beye) = MUCOSA ET hp 

  

PHYSICAL - a 
ANT eared 

Rte a | ea to 

RATUTTTOMS ATF A 

Notes: Subject's hard work over many years, has resulted in excellent physical condition. Subject is cleared 

for Terraforming missions in other systems. 

Physical health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Mission de- 

briefing, of Dr. Goldstein WI/H, will determine if post mission screening is required. 

SST tM 

Dr. Holm WI/H, date:12-20-20938 

  

UTA a 
N=} NTT: 

Notes: Subject if often praised by his colleaques. In spite of this he still appears very confined, often choosing 

solitude. 

  

Uae 
Overall: Average 

Notes: Subject appears to be determined and eager to prove his worth. 

Mental health and status has been tested and is monitored as per WI/ Health Personnel Protocol. Post mission 

screening is scheduled, to take place OI-00-2094. 

- Signed by: 

Dr. Stanton, WI/T - HR, date:!2-20-2093



OA SEPA eps    Name: TEM Eenine Pa) be / a 
Division: Health/ Research & Development lg) 

Assignment: Technical Assistant 

AGT eli 

Nhe Female 

MNT acm TeTae al f 

EM AT SAAT 
  

nil 
Horn Barcelona, Spain (Europe). Parents and sister located in Barcelona. Une son, father unknown. 

2068: Moved to London, UK (Europe) in pursuit of career within Biochemistry. 

08-01-2069: Enrolled at Queen Mary University of London. 

feral Pea TOTEM GROTTO VLOD TMNT TTT TTS 

aOR 

No record of employment prior to subject's employment with Weyland Industries. 

08-10-2052: Employed with Weyland Industries/Health R&D (Europe) 

AY rhea U eva Ube Rea aD VACONVALOM TRO AEC TONDO TTPO eT 

PSAs 
  

5 WNT Ney l= 
MIN x Height: 164cm/0' 4" Weight: 08 kg / 127 |b 

Notes: Subject was barely cleared for off-earth mission. Recommend physical train- 

ing during mission, to prevent any complications in future assignments. 
  

AE] x WNT Ney l= 

Notes: Subject has worked hard to adapt to her new assignment. Subject finds it dif- 

Cee ES eT 

  

Mental rl UN] HOM ed TT 

Notes: Subject is a very dedicated employee. Recommend post mission interview, for 

possibility of permanent employment.     
CERTIFICATIONS 
Computing - Class | 

Linguistics - Class 3/ English, Latin, Spanish 

VEeKON TTT Ee SS 

Science - Class 4/ Biochemistry, Genetics



eee .—\/\/—f RV eee 

HSS CTSA ITH CA UL eet Ta 

com:login/ RAterminal-R&Dsub2 

Huser:Atkins, Richard/ Chief Scientist*** #pass:secU-01/******** 

com:accessviog-sitrep/ datel2-23-93/ 11:47PM 

NTT) (TATTOO EASS TCT EeTCcL Me CTT OT 
  

Log date: 12-20-2093/ 07:37 AM 
There are still no signs of activity from the eggs. | suspect that as long as they are kept within the spacecraft, 

they will remain in some form of cryo stasis. 

MeV ATT ETT eM a ET eT ERECT 

Log date: 12-21-2093/ 10:01 AM 
Richard Atkins, Chief Scientist assisted by John Hurt, Senior Science Specialist, removed one of the eggs ear- 

lier this morning. My suspicion seemed to be correct, as we soon registered activity within when it was re- 

HTN ELM MUTUALS OFT He] 1d eed SST SPS TER CATT TT EAT SZ 

State faster than expected and abandoned the egg. John was attacked by the xenomorph and it latched itself 

onto his face. When | tried removing the xenomorph, it fastened it's grip, nearly suffocating him. He appears to 

be alive however, the xenomorph might be feeding him oxygen somehow. He has been quarantined in the lab at 

sub-level 2, and | will keep monitoring him. 

lt is quite remarkable though and like nothing | have ever seen before. It has eight legs that appear almost 

finger-like, and a long spine-like tail. If possible | will definitely have to make further examinations to deter- 

mine what it is. 

Log date: 12-21-2093/ 07:24 PM 
Almost 8 hours after leaving the egg, the xenomorph have fallen of John's face and died. | have secured it 

within a canister in the lab for further testing. Technical Assistant, Lucia Mendoza has been updated on the 

situation and has joined us in the lab for further studies. 

John appears in good health. All vitals are on level. Unly sign of discomfort is a growing hunger, which 

doesn't come as a surprise, since his last meal was over twelve hours ago. John will remain in monitored 

quarantine overnight on sub-level 2, further tests will be conducted tomorrow.



eee .—\/\/—f CRATE ae 

Log date: 12-22-2093/ 11:10 AM 
John is dead....| don't know what happened or what we are going to do. While performing the last test, he sud- 

denly started convulsing. We tried to restrain him but he was in tremendous pain....there was nothing we could 

do. The creat....the creature broke out through his ribcage....killing him instantaneously. | didn't even get a 

chance to look at it before it was gone. Lucia is still in shock. | have tried my best to calm her....tell her that 

everything will be alright. | need her....| need her help. 

Log date: 12-22-2093/ 10:38 PM 
| have convinced Lucia to help me locate the xenomorph....we cannot let it escape. | think | heard it....twice, on 

sub-level 3 and maybe 4. | have sealed us in at sub-level 3, keeping it in and everybody out. Hopefully no one 

will be stupid enough to go against my orders and come looking for us. 

Log date: 12-23-2093/ 12:10 PM 
We found the xenomorph, it has grown at an alarmingly fast rate and is now as large as a human. It attacked 

me and Lucia, | managed to escape back to level |....1 don't know what happened to Lucia, though i suspect she 

didn't make it. | hope the door will keep it out for now. 

STOTT ELUTE ERS CUT MMPLOTUITOT SAAN ROOT ET eA TET TUCO OATES EN ERT ETL ERS d 

xenomorpnh...all dead. | can only pray that they have hatched as a result of us removing the first egg....I'm 

afraid this isn't true though but | cannot begin to imagine what will happen, if more these creatures are set 

free....the new crew will have arrived by now, | have to keep this concealed....! cannot let it escape. 

Log date: 12-24-2093/ 03:47 PM 
This will be my last report....l'm afraid | won't make it out of this alive....if | do | certainly don't deserve it. | 

found Lucia but....too late....| don't know how long the thing has been attached to her, but my estimate tells me 

that she has less than 24 hours to live. She has been wounded, by the grown xenomorph | think....| tried to fix it 

but she needs medical assistance....there's nothing | can do....if | can find a weapon upstairs, | might be able to 

kill before it reaches the rest of the crew... 

  

#Transmission end/ datel2-24-2093/ 03:a1 PM 

PMT TL AMY Vee MTT eed SIT 

Huser:Atkins, Richard/ Chief Scientist*** #pass:secU-01/******** 

logout-cleared/ systemshutdown/ standby 
 



ee Ad SVN Personnel tile (76032061 

Name: Thomas Boyle 

Division: Tae MUTANS OMIT 

Assignment: Maintenance support 

AGT T-06 

Nhe Male 

MIE RUB hava 
EM AT MANA 

  

  

BID 
Born Edinburgh, Scotland (Europe). No close relatives. 

No educational records available, prior to employment with Weyland Industries. 

aOR 

07-30-2076: Employed with Weyland Industries/ Terraforming Production (Europe), as Junior Electrician. 

O9-01-2060: Requirement tests approved and courses passed, to gain Interstellar Clearance. 

TES Urea U tea pam TATA UA LOMO R EIN AEN A ETILO MM CDOT MOTT NATTY Aa =A BUT DE eT TTT OTT TT 

Qo-30-2090: Transferred to A-! Colony, Moon as Maintenance Support. 

PSSA eas 
  

7 Ul eed 

BES 7 BATU ean tot a a | ATL ea ta 

Notes: Subject's hard work over many years, has resulted in excellent physical con- 

dition. Subject is cleared for Terraforming missions in other systems. 
  

AE) x WNT a Nd T= 

Notes: Subject if often praised by his colleagues. In spite of this he still appears 

aM VAT TLU PDT UTTER 

  

Mental 3 INT] ea eT 
Notes: Subject appears to be determined and eager to prove his worth.   
  

CERTIFICATIONS 
Computing - Class 2 

Engineering - Class 4/ Electronics, 

Linguistics - Class 2/ English, Chinese 

Zero-G Training - Class 3



eee .—\/\/—f Mission Transcript 

Mission# RMI22820493/ Flo 
SOE Se aC 

As part of your assignment as Maintenance Support with Weyland Industries, you have been selected 

for the supervision mission, at the A-IC Research Center, Moon. The duration of the mission is 14 days 

as per WI protocol. Launch date: 12-23-2093. 

For transport to the research center, check in at Transit Dock A-1 Colony, at 05:00 AM 12-23-2093, 

ee SMT ae ES Oe 

On behalf of Weyland Industries we thank you for your cooperation 

William Hope 

GM Weyland Corporation/ HR 

  

Wyant 
Your mission is to monitor the stability of the Research Center. 

You will work to ensure the stability of the facility, according to Maintenance Protocol. 

CRUE OCCU OE Ch AC eC Em Ome Cm Ome ESN Tea 

SCLC CRE SMCs OT Sea eR est meen 

  

Mission Equipment 
Personal accommodation in Quarters #8 

2 x Weyland Corp Standard Issue Company Uniform/Male, Charcoal. 

TSS CEC eA TN CSO ei) 

ATL} 

  

ST et Te 
Sa ED ee ES Cee RCE ee Pao 4 de 

All items have been scanned and cleared for transport to A-! Colony, Moon. 

Assorted personal apparel/ Underwear, 

PA COCE ET Pee OC me URS ls ewan TL 

ae Ca ame ae eee ee a) 

| x metal crate, black/ assorted tools and parts.



WAN TRADITIONAL 

    

  

  

    

  

1. Paper square. White side up. 2. Bring two adjacent edges 3. "Ice-cream cone". 
Fold in half diagonally. to crease. Turn over. 

> 

AD breast 

head tail 

B, 

4. "Kite". Bring folded edges     to crease. 

  

7. Pick up and fold in half 8. Hold at black spot. Pull up 9. Hold at black spot. Pull up 
downward and toward head. Pinch back of head neck. Pinch breast to set 
the rear. to set new crease. new crease. 

Makes place cards, gift tags, 
and mobiles, as well as 
tree ornaments. Use a needle to 
put thead through the top of head. 
Knot the ends to make a loop for 
hanging th . 

10. Finished Swan! ane ee NE Diagrams by Atsushi Tajiri



BOAT TRADITIONAL 

    

  

              
        

  

  
    

  

          

    

  
Diagrams by Francesco Mancini & Francesco Decio



DUCK TRADITIONAL 

  

  

  
Hold at black spot with one hand Hold at black spot with one hand 

and pull up the neck with the other and pull up the beack with the other 

one. Pinch to set the new crease. one. Pinch to set the new crease. 

Diagrams by Francesco Mancini & Francesco Decio



  

PEACE» DOVE TRADITIONAL 

1. Valley fold in half. 2. Precrease in half. 3. Valley fold the tips 4.Precrease the top 

to the top. flaps along the 
middle. 

jv 

  

5. Precrease the sides 6.Reverse fold the 7. Mountain fold the 8. Valley down the 
to the center. sides. model in half. side flaps as far as 

possible. 

  

- 

9. Valley fold 10. Reverse fold. 11. Valley up the side 12. Reverse fold the 
between the flaps. bottom point. 
indicated points. 
Repeat behind. 

We 
13. Rotate the model. 14. Completed Peace 

Dove. Diagrams by Marc Kirschenbaum



  

YAPPING CROW TRADITIONAL 

OD 
1. Begin with a square, white 2. Valley fold the side edges 3. Valley fold the side edges 

side up. Precrease along towards the center towards the center. 
the diagonal with a crease. 
mountain fold. 

    

  

yy — 

a4 

4. Valley fold the bottom 5. Valley fold the top flap 6. Precrease by folding the 
point up to the top. down to the bottom flaps to lie along the 

edge. center, and then unfolding. 

r “CYN < 
. N as i S = 

/ y 

7. Valley fold the two 8. Turnthe modelover. 9. Valley fold the 10. Completed 
flaps to lie along the model in half, Yapping Crow. 
center in the allowing the two Swing the bottom 
opposite direction. side points to get points back and 

folded in half forth to make the 
simultaneously. model yap. 

Diagrams by Marc Kirschenbaum



WEYLAND CORPORATION | WEYLAND CORPORATION 
—_\\ /-—f Certifications 

Computing - Class | 

Firearms - Class 4 

Linguistics - Class 1/ English (American) 

bear Holmes Martial Arts - Class 3 
Division: Security/ Internal Security Medicine - Class 1/ First aid 

Assignment: Security Officer 

Ne Male 

Ne 2 December 2070 

Apres 
09-01-2093 
Paul Reiser 
Hm] 
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